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From international bestseller Stephen King the first ebook ever
published—a novella about a young man who hitches a ride with a driver
from the other side. Riding the Bullet is “a ghost story in the grand
manner” from the bestselling author of Bag of Bones, The Girl Who
Loved Tom Gordon, and The Green Mile—a short story about a young man
who hitches a ride with a driver from the other side.
An Opera Score composed by Giuseppe Verdi.
Albert Einstein, a Nobel laureate, has changed the world with his
research and theories. He is regarded as the founder of modern
physics. Besides ‘Relativity’, he worked on Photoelectric effect,
Brownian motion, Special relativity, and Mass-Energy equivalence
(E=mc2). They reformed the views on time, space and matter. Allert
Einstein developed the general theory of ‘Relativity’. He published
‘Relativity: The Special and the General Theory’ in German. Its first
English translation was published in 1920. The book deals with the
special theory of relativity, the general theory of relativity, and
the considerations on the universe as a whole The book gives an exact
insight into the theory of Relativity. It covers, the system of Coordinates; The Lorentz Transformation; The experiment of Fizeau;
Minkowski’s four dimensional space; The Gravitational Field; Gaussian
Co-ordinates; The structure of space, and lot many other scientific
concepts thus will be highly beneficial to the Readers. A must have
book for everyone related to modern physics.
Ornato di oltre 300 ritratti
Riding the Bullet
“L'” Éta presente
Majorana Case, The: Letters, Documents, Testimonies
An Illustrated History
Large Print

It is a well-constructed work, easily intelligible to a live
audience, and yet within this careful structure there is a
powerful depiction of primary emotions. The basic elements of
war, rivalry, hatred and love, honour, shame and fear are all
given their place in the drama, and these elements are then
bound together in a dramatic plot that exploits them to the
full. The political and the personal tensions are made to
overlap in an easy, unforced way, and in spite of its lyrical
title, Garcia Gutierrez never allows the lyrical elements to
make us lose sight of the baser concerns of self-love and abuse
of authority that are also present. Professor Trimble makes the
point in his Introduction that the work "invites the
spectator/reader to fill in the blanks" left by the sketchy
information about the background of the characters. This, it
seems to me, is one of the great strengths of the play, its
relentless focus on the conflict between love and duty that is
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at its centre ? The first duty of a translator is to be as faithful
to the original text as possible, and Robert Trimble has given
us a very faithful rendering in simple English prose of this
romantic masterpiece. I have been struck on many occasions in
my reading and re-reading of his translation by the detailed
care and attention that have been paid to every word in the
text. Nothing of any significance has been left out in the
transfer from one language to the other. Inevitably on occasion
I have compared a putative translation of my own with that of
the present text, and in general I have been very impressed by
just how close to the original Professor Trimble has managed
to come, whereas I might have been tempted to "squeeze" the
meaning, for example in some passages of poetry or song.
Readers can be assured, therefore, that the copy of the play
now in their hands is a true account of Garcia Gutierrez's El
trovador. As the translator notes, he has preferred to use
prose throughout, doubtless in the interest of achieving a
maximum level of fidelity to the original text. Robert Trimble
has performed a very valuable service to international culture
by making this translation available to students of drama, of
romanticism, and of literature in general. It is a pleasure to
acknowledge such indebtedness in this Preface and to
congratulate Professor Trimble on ajob of work consummately
achieved.? ? (from the Commendatory Preface) James Whiston,
General Editor, Bulletin of Spanish Studies, Trinity College,
Dublin
The story of the medieval genius whose 1202 book changed
the course of mathematics in the West and helped bring on the
modern era.
Translation from Italian to English of the 36 Stratagems of
Personal Growth by Yamada Takumi.
The Order of Time
Facts at Your Fingertips
Il libretto rosso
Rigoletto, An Opera in Three Acts
Women in Love
Classical Music in America
De Vita Beata or 'On the Happy Life' is a dialogue written by Seneca the Younger around the
year 58 AD. It was intended for his older brother Gallio, to whom Seneca also dedicated his
dialogue entitled De Ira ('On Anger'). It is divided into 28 chapters that present the moral
thoughts of Seneca at their most mature. Seneca explains that the pursuit of happiness is the
pursuit of reason - reason meant not only using logic, but also understanding the processes of
nature. This new edition of De Vita Beata from Enhanced Media includes an introduction by
William Smith.
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A GRIPPING SUPERNATURAL THRILLER - Book 1 of the MORIUM TRILOGY If you had the
powers to avenge yourself... would you? Bullied... Years of shame... Lexi and Nathan knew
pain. MORIUM is the story of Alexandria and Nathan... and Stacy. Three teenagers who were
victims of bullying all through high school. They kept their torment a secret from their family
and tried to cope in their own way. They only had each other. Their friendship saw them
through the seemingly endless years of suffering. But hope was in sight… they will be
graduating soon. The vision of a new life away from the bullies and the constant humiliation,
gave them something to look forward to. If only that day came sooner. One night, Lexi and
Nathan saw an object fall from the sky and went to investigate. As they touched the rock, a
strange power entered their bodies. Suddenly, they're not helpless anymore. They can get
revenge for all the suffering and pain they had to endure. How will they use these powers?
MORIUM discusses the moral dilemma of doing what's right against getting revenge. When
your dignity has been shattered and your life has been a living hell... what is RIGHT?
MILITARY HISTORY. This book provides a comprehensive and beautiful guide to all the major
armies of the Napoleonic Wars: France, Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia, Spain and Portugal, as
well as many of the minor powers. The changes in the armies, the organization, the infantry,
cavalry, and artillery of each nation are detailed, along with stunning artwork of the oftenglorious uniforms worn into battle.
La Traviata, An Opera in Three Acts
Analytical Institutions in Four Books
Accademie e biblioteche d'Italia
An Italian Forever
La Traviata
I viaggiatori musicali nell'Italia del Settecento
A year after a devastating epidemic swept the world, Emily and her six-year-old
son, Song, are struggling south in search of more hospitable climates. A
snowstorm traps them in an abandoned gas station, where starving and
desperate, they encounter Aaron, an Army medic on a mission of his own, who
offers them a ride to ease the journey.
A sweeping, breathtaking story of love and betrayal from the internationally
bestselling author of The Tea Planter's Wife Ceylon, 1935. Louisa Reeve, the
daughter of a successful British gem trader, and her husband Elliot, a charming,
thrill-seeking businessman, seem like the couple who have it all. Except what
they long for more than anything: a child. While Louisa struggles with
miscarriages, Elliot is increasingly absent, spending much of his time at a nearby
cinnamon plantation, overlooking the Indian ocean. After his sudden death,
Louisa is left alone to solve the mystery he left behind. Revisiting the plantation
at Cinnamon Hills, she finds herself unexpectedly drawn towards the owner, Leo,
a rugged outdoors man with a checkered past. The plantation casts a spell, but all
is not as it seems. And when Elliot's shocking betrayal is revealed, Louisa has
only Leo to turn to . . .
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, written by legendary
author John Maynard Keynes is widely considered to be one of the top 100
greatest books of all time. This masterpiece was published right after the Great
Depression. It sought to bring about a revolution, commonly referred to as the
‘Keynesian Revolution’, in the way economists thought—especially challenging
the proposition that a market economy tends naturally to restore itself to full
employment on its own. Regarded widely as the cornerstone of Keynesian
thought, this book challenged the established classical economics and introduced
new concepts. ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money’
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transformed economics and changed the face of modern macroeconomics.
Keynes’ argument is based on the idea that the level of employment is not
determined by the price of labour, but by the spending of money. It gave way to
an entirely new approach where employment, inflation and the market economy
are concerned.
Tutti i libretti d'opera
The Complete Verdi Libretti: Aïda ; Alzira ; Aroldo ; Attila ; Un ballo in maschera ;
La battaglia di Legnano ; Il corsaro
giornale politico-letterario
The Man of Numbers
Tommy's Tale
Le origini del calcolo infinitesimale nell'era moderna
Introduzione di Federico RampiniEdizione integraleL’ascesa della Cina
come superpotenza mondiale è sotto gli occhi di tutti, con le
peculiarità e le contraddizioni che comporta l’innesto di un modo di
produzione capitalistico su un regime comunista. Alla radice di questa
ascesa troviamo Mao Tse-tung, guida carismatica del partito comunista
cinese, a lungo un punto di riferimento per il pensiero marxistaleninista. Operai, contadini, soldati e intellettuali della Cina hanno
fatto del suo pensiero una vera e propria Bibbia e tratto dalle sue
opere insegnamenti teorici e pratici. Le citazioni che compongono Il
libretto rosso ci consegnano nella sua integrità il credo maoista, uno
strumento ideologico che ha infiammato gli animi di milioni di uomini.
«Quando le masse si saranno impadronite del pensiero di Mao Tse-tung»,
scrisse Lin Piao, «esso diventerà una inesauribile sorgente di forza,
una bomba atomica spirituale di potenza senza pari».«La rivoluzione
non è un pranzo di gala; non è un’opera letteraria, un disegno, un
ricamo; non la si può fare con altrettanta eleganza, tranquillità e
delicatezza, o con altrettanta dolcezza, gentilezza, cortesia,
riguardo e magnanimità. La rivoluzione è un’insurrezione, un atto di
violenza con il quale una classe ne rovescia un’altra.» Mao TseTung(1893-1976) fu protagonista della genesi e dell’evoluzione del
partito comunista cinese. Nel 1928 creò l’Armata rossa per combattere
i nazionalisti conservatori di destra guidati da Chang Kai-shek. Nel
1934 guidò la “lunga marcia”, l’epica ritirata cui fece seguito la
ricostituzione del partito. Fu presidente della Repubblica popolare
cinese dalla sua proclamazione, nel 1949, fino al 1958.
Tommy is twenty-nine, lives and loves in London, and has a morbid fear
of the c word (commitment), the b word (boyfriend), and the f word
(forgetting to call his drug dealer before the weekend). But when he
begins to feel the urge to become a father, and the pressure from his
boyfriend to make a real commitment to their relationship, Tommy
starts to wonder if his chosen lifestyle can ever make him happy.
Faced with the choice of maintaining his hedonistic, drugged-out, and
admittedly fabulous existence or chucking it all in favor of a far
more sensitive, fulfilling, and—let's face it—slightly more staid
lifestyle, Tommy finds himself in a true quandary. Through a series of
adventures and misadventures that lead him from London nightspots to
New York bedrooms and back, our boy Tommy manages to answer some of
life's most pressing questions—even those he never thought to ask.
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One of the most studied and popular works of Italian literature,
Giuseppe Parini’s The Day has been unjustly neglected in the Englishspeaking countries. This edition reissue of Herbert Morris Bower’s
beautiful verse translation, the only complete English version of the
poem, is enriched by facing original text and extra end notes.
Parini’s satirical description of a lazy young nobleman’s fashionable
day, from his awakening late in the morning to the fatuous pleasures
that noon and evening bring, has been often compared to The Rape of
the Lock, and displays the same gentle tone, pointed wit, and enduring
charm of Pope’s masterpiece.
L'età presente
Originally Written in Italian
A Novel
Armies of the Napoleonic Wars
The Master Letters of Emily Dickinson
The 36 Stratagems of Personal Growth
Le vol. 1 contient un chapitre intitulé : Jean Jacques Rousseau e la musica italiana : la scommessa
di una vita.
From marvelous galleries of the Big Dipper, Little Dipper and other constellations to in-depth
looks at Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune and to the moons of Jupiter,
comets, and galaxies--not to mention entries on rockets and spacecraft--DK's Pocket Genius:
Space opens up the vast and mysterious expanse of space. What is a nebula? Why does an eclipse
occur? How does a telescope work? Featuring more than 170 planets, stars, rockets, and rovers,
Pocket Genius: Space answers the questions young readers want to know. Catalog entries include
facts provided at-a-glance information, while locator icons offer immediately recognizable
references to aid navigation and understanding, and fact files round off the ebook with fun facts
such as record breakers and timelines. Each mini-encyclopedia is filled with facts on subjects
ranging from animals to history, cars to dogs, and Earth to space and combines a child-friendly
layout with engaging photography and bite-size chunks of text that will encourage and inform
even the most reluctant readers.
The period from the late fourth to the late second century B. C. witnessed, in Greek-speaking
countries, an explosion of objective knowledge about the external world. WhileGreek culture had
reached great heights in art, literature and philosophyalreadyin the earlier classical era, it is in the
so-called Hellenistic period that we see for the ?rst time — anywhere in the world — the
appearance of science as we understand it now: not an accumulation of facts or philosophically
based speculations, but an or- nized effort to model nature and apply such models, or
scienti?ctheories in a sense we will make precise, to the solution of practical problems and to a
growing understanding of nature. We owe this new approach to scientists such as Archimedes,
Euclid, Eratosthenes and many others less familiar todaybut no less remarkable. Yet, not long
after this golden period, much of this extraordinary dev- opment had been reversed. Rome
borrowed what it was capable of from the Greeks and kept it for a little while yet, but created very
little science of its own. Europe was soon smothered in theobscurantism and stasis that blocked
most avenues of intellectual development for a thousand years — until, as is well known, the
rediscovery of ancient culture in its fullness paved the way to the modern age.
rassegna per coloro che leggono, supplemento mensile a tutti i periodici
The Other Side
Chorus/Choral Score with Italian and English Text
One for the Books
A History of Its Rise and Fall
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One of TIME’s Ten Best Nonfiction Books of the Decade "Meet the
new Stephen Hawking . . . The Order of Time is a dazzling book."
--The Sunday Times From the bestselling author of Seven Brief
Lessons on Physics, Reality Is Not What It Seems, and Helgoland,
comes a concise, elegant exploration of time. Why do we remember
the past and not the future? What does it mean for time to
"flow"? Do we exist in time or does time exist in us? In lyric,
accessible prose, Carlo Rovelli invites us to consider questions
about the nature of time that continue to puzzle physicists and
philosophers alike. For most readers this is unfamiliar terrain.
We all experience time, but the more scientists learn about it,
the more mysterious it remains. We think of it as uniform and
universal, moving steadily from past to future, measured by
clocks. Rovelli tears down these assumptions one by one,
revealing a strange universe where at the most fundamental level
time disappears. He explains how the theory of quantum gravity
attempts to understand and give meaning to the resulting extreme
landscape of this timeless world. Weaving together ideas from
philosophy, science and literature, he suggests that our
perception of the flow of time depends on our perspective,
better understood starting from the structure of our brain and
emotions than from the physical universe. Already a bestseller
in Italy, and written with the poetic vitality that made Seven
Brief Lessons on Physics so appealing, The Order of Time offers
a profoundly intelligent, culturally rich, novel appreciation of
the mysteries of time.
Women in Love follows lives of the Brangwen sisters, Ursula a
schoolteacher, and Gudrun a painter. They meet two men who live
nearby, school inspector Rupert Birkin and Gerald Crich, heir to
a coal-mine, and the four become friends. Ursula and Birkin
begin a romantic friendship, while Gudrun and Gerald eventually
begin a love affair. The emotional relationships thus
established are given further depth and tension by an intense
psychological and physical attraction between Gerald and Rupert.
All four are deeply concerned with questions of society,
politics, and the relationship between men and women. The novel
ranges over the whole of British society before the time of the
First World War and eventually concludes in the snows of the
Tyrolean Alps.
In Styria, we, though by no means magnificent people, inhabit a
castle, or schloss. A small income, in that part of the world,
goes a great way. Eight or nine hundred a year does wonders.
Scantily enough ours would have answered among wealthy people at
home. My father is English, and I bear an English name, although
I never saw England. But here, in this lonely and primitive
place, where everything is so marvelously cheap, I really don't
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see how ever so much more money would at all materially add to
our comforts, or even luxuries.My father was in the Austrian
service, and retired upon a pension and his patrimony, and
purchased this feudal residence, and the small estate on which
it stands, a bargain.
Carmilla
Opera in Three Acts
The Day
The Forgotten Revolution
L'Italia che scrive
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
Stating that classical music in the United States is largely performance
driven, a chronological history documents its rise at the end of the
nineteenth century and decline after World War I, covering such topics as
the quest for an American compositional voice, the nation's top performers,
and the author's recommendations about a postmodern musical direction.
13,000 first printing.
An absolute must-read for anyone who loves books In Closing Time, Joe
Queenan shared how he became a voracious reader to escape a joyless
childhood. Now, like many bibliophiles, he fears for the books that once
saved him. In One for the Books, Queenan examines the entire culture of
reading and what books really mean in people’s lives today. What does it
suggest if a person has no books displayed in his living room? Can an
obsession with reading prove detrimental to one’s well being? How useful
are covers in selling books? Queenan’s many fans—as well as anyone who
loves books and reading—will want to join him on his unforgettably funny
and moving journey.
An Opera score composed by Giuseppe Verdi.
Relativity: The Special and General Theory
How Science Was Born in 300 BC and Why it Had to Be Reborn
A Translation of Antonio García Gutiérrez's "El Trovador" (The Troubadour)
Fibonacci's Arithmetic Revolution
Morium
After Life Lessons (Book One)
This is a translated version (from Italian) on Ettore Majorana,
one of the brightest Italian theoretical physicists of the 20th
century who disappeared mysteriously in 1938. He was part of
Enrico Fermi's scientific team in the 1930s.
A cura di Piero MioliIntroduzione di Gustavo MarchesiEdizioni
integraliFuorché la musica, tutto. Il pubblico del teatro di
Verdi troverà in questo volume, a parte la musica, le note e la
partitura (che sono logico appannaggio specialistico), tutti i
testi dei libretti, integrali, e una ricca serie di rubriche
volte a introdurre, a saggiare, a documentare, ad accompagnare
l’ascolto, come la storia del libretto e dell’opera, gli
intrecci, i giudizi di critici e di grandi scrittori, gli
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interpreti. Chiude e completa questo splendido volume
un’appendice del curatore che comprende una storia del dramma e
del melodramma, una bibliografia e una discografia
verdiane.Giuseppe Verdi(1813-1901) prelevò il glorioso
melodramma italiano dalle mani di Rossini per portarlo a
incredibili vertici di grandezza artistica, culturale, morale,
nazionale. Di umili origini, abitò soprattutto a Sant’Agata, non
lontano da Roncole di Busseto dov’era nato, e morì a Milano.
Compose 28 opere teatrali, molte delle quali continuano a
trionfare sui palcoscenici di tutto il mondo.
Alfred Kubin (1877-1959) was one of the major graphic artists of
the 20th century who was widely known for his illustrations of
writers of the fantastic such as Balzac, E. I. A. Hoffmann,
Gustav Meyrink and Edgar Allan Poe. In his combination of the
darkly decadent, the fantastic and the grotesque, in his
evocations of dream and nightmare, his creation of an atmosphere
of mystery and fear he resembles Mervyn Peake. The Other Side
tells of a dream kingdom which becomes a nightmare, of a journey
to Pearl, a mysterious city created deep in Asia, which is also
a journey to the depths of the subconscious. Or as Kubin himself
called it, 'a sort of Baedeker for those lands which are half
known to us'.
Il Misogallo. Prose e rime
con scritti di Newton, Leibniz, Torricelli
Among the Wigwams
Dizionario biografico degli scrittori contemporanei
For Solo, Chorus and Orchestra with Italian and English Text
(Choral Score)
The genius and beauty of the ancient Chinese Art of War applied
to your everyday challenges.

Originally published for the centennial of Emily Dickinson's death in
1886, contains the drafts of three letters to a person Emily addresses
as 'Master,' accompanied by an introduction and comments by the
noted Dickinson manuscript scholar, R. W. Franklin
Recently the diary of a World War I Italian soldier in the front-line
trenches of Italy was opened for the world to see; it has been in the
safekeeping of his American-born daughter who could not understand
the Italian writing. The text offers remarkable insight into the real life
of a brave, hard-working soldier fighting in hopeless combat.
Pocket Genius: Space
The Sapphire Widow
On the Happy Life
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